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A Dungeons & Dragons® classic, the figurines of 
wondrous power made their return to the game in the 
Adventurer’s Vault™ accessory. From the loyal onyx dog 
to the fearsome golden lion, adventurers had at their 
disposal constant companions they could call forth 
from their diminutive statue forms to aid them in 
battle. The nine items provide an ample selection for 
heroic adventurers, but what about paragon or epic 
tier adventurers?

 The figurines presented in the Adventurer’s Vault 
are the most common devices found in the D&D® 
world, but they are by no means the only ones. Tales 
abound of figurines that harbor greater magic that 
when called forth transforms the animal statuettes 
into dangerous servants whose power is beyond imag-
ining. The following figurines expand on the options 
available, extending their use further into the game 
for characters beyond the heroic tier.

By Robert J. Schwalb 
Illustrations by Matias Tapia
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Amber Monkeys
The three monkeys in this figurine are carved from a 
single piece of amber, all stacked up in a column. The 
top monkey has its hands over its eyes, the middle 
monkey has its hands over its ears, and the bottom 
monkey has its hands over its mouth. Each monkey 
wears a leering expression that would be amusing if it 
wasn’t so sinister.

 A mad wizard driven into exile in the Feywild 
carved the first amber monkeys in his jungle strong-
hold. Known for his wild simian slaves, he used them 
to wreak havoc on the enemies haunting his domain. 
Legend holds he bound the spirits of his most loyal 
servants into the figurine so that he could call upon 
them whenever he needed.

Amber Monkeys Level 13
Three amber monkeys stacked atop one another turn into 
screeching allies who await your command.

Wondrous Item 17,000 gp
Power (Daily F Conjuration): Standard Action. Use this 

figurine to conjure three screeching monkeys (see below for 
statistics). As a free action, you can spend a healing surge 
when activating this item to give each creature temporary 
hit points equal to one-third your healing surge value.

Power (At-Will): Standard Action. The figurine regains the use 
of its monkey’s curse power.

3 Amber Monkeys
Small natural animate
Initiative as conjurer   Senses Perception +9; 

low-light vision
HP 27; Bloodied 13; see also shared life
AC 24; Fortitude 22, Reflex 24, Will 21
Speed 5
M Bite (standard; at-will)
 +16 vs. AC; 1d6 + 2 damage.
M Monkey’s Curse (standard; encounter)
 +13 vs. Reflex; the target takes a –2 penalty to attack rolls 

and loses line of sight to any creature not adjacent to it 
until the end of your next turn.

C Monkey’s Howl (minor; at-will)
 Close burst 1; all creatures in the burst become deafened 

until the end of your next turn.
Hopping Monkeys (move; at-will) F Teleportation
 The amber monkey teleports 5 squares.
Shared Actions
 The amber monkeys share one complement of actions 

(standard, move, and minor). When the conjurer issues a 
command, the command applies to all monkeys. So if the 
conjurer ordered the monkeys to make a bite attack, each 
monkey makes the attack. Likewise, if a conjurer ordered a 
monkey to use hopping monkeys, all the monkeys teleport.

Shared Life
 The amber monkeys share one pool of hit points. When 

the amber monkeys drop to 18 hit points, remove one from 
play. Remove another from play at 9 hit points, and the 
last monkey disappears when they drop to 0 hit points.

Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Str 15 (+8) Dex 22 (+12) Wis 16 (+9)
Con 20 (+11) Int 2 (+2) Cha 6 (+4)

When you activate a figurine, the conjured crea-
ture appears in a square or squares adjacent to 
you, provided the space is large enough to contain 
the creature without squeezing it. The creature 
obeys only you, responding to commands spoken 
in any language. The creature remains for 8 hours 
or until you use a minor action to dismiss it. The 
conjured creature acts on the same initiative count 
as you. Every action it takes costs you a minor 
action (which you use to issue commands), and a 
conjured creature cannot exceed its normal allot-
ment of actions (a standard, a move, and a minor 
action) during its turn. If you spend no minor 
actions on your turn to command the creature, 
it remains where it is without taking any actions 
on its turn.
 A conjured creature has hit points, defenses, and 
attacks as indicated in its statistics block. It has 
no healing surges and cannot be healed, though it 
can still benefit from temporary hit points. When 
reduced to 0 hit points or fewer, the conjured  

creature disappears, and it cannot be conjured 
again until after you take an extended rest.
 Conjured creatures lack basic attacks and there-
fore cannot make opportunity attacks.
 Mount: If the conjured creature has the mount 
keyword, you can ride the creature and are con-
sidered to have the Mounted Combat feat while 
mounted on it. While mounted, you can command 
the creature using a free action, though the mount 
is still limited to its normal allotment of actions. 
You can choose to be mounted on the creature 
when it appears.

FIguRIneS oF WonDRouS PoWeR
Lvl name Price (gp)
13 Amber Monkeys 17,000
14 emerald Frog 21,000
16 Mercury Wasp 45,000
17 Serpentine owl 65,000
19 Bronze griffon 105,000
21 electrum Serpent 225,000
23 Tourmaline Turtle 425,000
25 Coral Dragon 625,000

Using FigUrines
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Bronze Griffon
The fearsome griffon statuette rears back on its hind 
legs so that it can claw the air, and its beak is open as 
if screaming. When dormant, the statuette tends to 
snag clothing and pierce skin with casual handling, 
and after a few scars and ruined cloaks, possessors 
learn to handle these items with care.
 The alchemist Boreanis crafted nine bronze grif-
fons for nine eladrin lords as gifts for the esteemed 
heroes of the war between Corellon and Lolth. When 
the lords passed from life to death and from history 
to legend, the figurines scattered across the planes to 
owners less worthy than those to first use them. Many 
eladrin nobles have more than a passing interest in 
these items and would pay a fine reward for their 
recovery.

Bronze griffon Level 19
With one command, the tiny bronze statuette vanishes and is 
replaced by a fearsome bronze griffon.

Wondrous Item 105,000 gp
Power (Daily F Conjuration): Standard Action. Use this 

figurine to conjure a ferocious griffon (see below for 
statistics). As a free action, you can spend a healing surge 
when activating this item to give the creature temporary hit 
points equal to your healing surge value.

Bronze Griffon
Large natural animate (mount)
Initiative as conjurer  Senses Perception +18
HP 24; Bloodied 12; see also blood frenzy
AC 30; Fortitude 30, Reflex 29, Will 28
Speed 6, fly 10
M Claws (standard; at-will)
 +22 vs. AC; 2d8 + 7 damage.
M Aggressive Charger (while mounted by a friendly rider of 

19th level or higher) F Mount
 When charging, the bronze griffon makes a claws attack in 

addition to its rider’s charge attack.
Blood Frenzy (while it or its rider is bloodied)
 The bronze griffon gains a +2 bonus to its speed, its fly 

speed, and its attack rolls.
Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Str 24 (+16) Dex 23 (+15) Wis 19 (+13)
Con 22 (+15) Int 2 (+5) Cha 6 (+7)

Coral Dragon
Some believe the fragile coral dragons were the first 
figurines created and that they house the spirits of 
those noble dragons who aided Bahamut and Tiamat 
in overcoming the King of Terror. Others claim the 
coral dragons are not figurines at all, but are instead 
memories of forgotten dragon gods from another 
world. Regardless of their origins, seers and diviners 
prize these relics for the wisdom they contain, while 
cruder champions see great power in the violence of 
which the figurines are capable.

 Coral dragons are unusual in that they possess 
cunning and wisdom that persists when inert. The 
dragon’s personality varies from figurine to figurine, 
but many possess great arrogance and expect their 
possessors to show them respect. A few champion 
specific causes, urging their possessors to advance 
good (or evil) in the world.

reskinning FigUrines

To a degree, the form a figurine takes is chosen 
for flavor. An ebony fly, for example, could just 
as well be an alabaster swan without having 
to change the statistics block in any way. 
When looking at the figurines, you might find 
one doesn’t match your character’s theme, 
appearance, or interests, but the mechanics do 
something you think can make the game more 
fun for you. Change the figurine’s appearance to 
become another creature, but only as long as the 
new creature could have the same capabilities. 
An onyx dog could become an onyx panther, but 
an ebony fly couldn’t become an ebony yak, since 
most yaks don’t fly.
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Coral Dragon Level 25
An unusually large figurine, nearly a foot long, this delicate 
multicolored statuette is old.

Wondrous Item 625,000 gp
Power (Daily F Conjuration): Standard Action. Use this 

figurine to conjure a multicolored dragon that has long 
whiskers drooping from its snout and a lithe body that coils 
and uncoils with agitation (see below for statistics). As a 
free action, you can spend a healing surge when activating 
this item to give the creature temporary hit points equal to 
your healing surge value.

Power (Daily): Standard Action. You perform the Loremaster’s 
Bargain ritual without expending components (Player’s 
Handbook, page 308). The ritual functions as described 
except you make a History check in place of the Religion 
check, and determine your bonus to checks made during 
the skill challenge based on your History check result.

Power (At-Will): Standard Action. The coral dragon regains the 
use of its breath weapon power.

Coral Dragon
Small natural animate (aquatic)
Initiative as conjurer   Senses Perception +20; 

truesight 5
HP 30; Bloodied 15
AC 37; Fortitude 36, Reflex 33, Will 35
Speed 6, fly 10, swim 6
M Bite (standard; at-will)
 +28 vs. AC; 2d6 + 9 damage.
M Raking Claws (standard; at-will)
 The dragon flies 10 squares. At any two points during this 

move it makes the following attack: +28 vs. AC; 1d10 + 9 
damage.

C Breath Weapon (standard; encounter)
 Close blast 5; +26 vs. Fortitude; the dragon pushes the 

target 5 squares.
Ancient Wisdom (minor 1/round; encounter)
 The dragon grants a +10 power bonus to the conjurer’s 

knowledge check or monster knowledge check made 
before the end of the conjurer’s next turn.

Alignment Unaligned Languages Common, Draconic
Str 28 (+21) Dex 23 (+18) Wis 26 (+20)
Con 23 (+18) Int 18 (+16) Cha 21 (+17)

Electrum Serpent
The delicate electrum serpent frequently dangles 
from a thin chain so that it can be worn about the 
neck, but a few include pins to serve as pendants as 
well. Additionally, others might be standard 2-inch 
tall statuettes.
 The electrum serpent is a strange figurine in that it 
seems to contain two creatures in one. One command 
summons forth a fearsome snake that streaks across 
the battlefield and sinks foot-long fangs into its foes. 
A second command summons a transparent serpent 
with milk-white scales that slithers and coils around 
its master or ally to bestow new life and vigor. Neither 
serpent ever appears at the same time, though some 
legends claim the serpents would turn upon each 
other if they both did appear at once.

electrum Serpent Level 21
The silvery statuette features tiny jade slivers as its eyes, a color 
it retains when you conjure the creature housed within it.

Wondrous Item 225,000 gp
Power (Daily F Conjuration): Standard Action. Use this 

figurine to conjure either a metallic serpent or a translucent 
serpent (see below for statistics). As a free action, you can 
spend a healing surge when activating this item to give the 
creature temporary hit points equal to your healing surge 
value.

Power (At-Will): Standard Action. The metallic electrum 
serpent regains the use of its constricting serpent power.

Power (encounter): Standard Action. The transparent electrum 
serpent regains the use of its soothing serpent power.

Electrum Serpent
Large natural animate (reptile)
Initiative as conjurer   Senses Perception +19; 

low-light vision
HP 26; Bloodied 13
AC 33; Fortitude 31, Reflex 32, Will 29
Resist insubstantial (translucent serpent only)
Speed 6, climb 6, swim 6
M Bite (standard; at-will) F Acid, Poison
 +22 vs. Fortitude; 1d10 + 7 damage, and the target takes 

ongoing 5 acid and poison damage (save ends).
M Constricting Serpent (standard; metallic serpent only; 

encounter) F Acid
 +22 vs. Reflex; the target is grabbed (escape ends). Each 

time the target starts its turn grabbed by the electrum 
serpent, it takes 10 acid damage.

M Soothing Serpent (standard; translucent serpent only; 
encounter) F Healing

 Targets one ally; the electrum serpent enters the target’s 
space and coils around the target creature, where it 
remains until commanded to move. As a minor action, 
while the serpent is so coiled, the conjurer can issue a 
command to allow the ally to spend a healing surge or 
make a saving throw.

Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Str 24 (+17) Dex 22 (+16) Wis 18 (+14)
Con 21 (+15) Int 2 (+6) Cha 6 (+8)

Emerald Frog
Portraits depicting Khyaran the Profound all share 
one odd feature. In every painting, the artist included 
an inch-long emerald frog. Many at first believed the 
inclusion of the frog to be an affectation of the artist—
Khyaran relied on the great talent of Ruobald Kent, 
whose talent with the brush exceeded all his contem-
poraries. Later, most rejected the theory because the 
frog never appeared in any of Kent’s other works. The 
frog then remained a mystery until an adventuring 
group located the Profound’s tomb and recovered the 
frog, learning of its unusual magical properties.
 Since the emerald frog’s rediscovery, many artificers 
and alchemists have sought to reproduce its curious 
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magic to create new figurines modeled after the first. 
These copies are worthwhile, but none of them come 
close to matching the original’s power. Some say the 
frog, despite its modest size, could swallow a dragon 
whole, though the methods by which it achieved this 
are thus far beyond any artisan’s understanding.

emerald Frog Level 14
The delicate emerald statuette of a tiny frog contains a smaller 
speck of darkness inside it.

Wondrous Item 21,000 gp
Power (Daily F Conjuration): Standard Action. Use this 

figurine to conjure an innocuous emerald frog (see below 
for statistics). As a free action, you can spend a healing 
surge when activating this item to give the creature 
temporary hit points equal to your healing surge value.

Emerald Frog
Tiny natural animate
Initiative as conjurer  Senses Perception +10
HP 19; Bloodied 9
AC 25; Fortitude 25, Reflex 23, Will 22
Speed 4
M grasping Tongue (standard; at-will)
 +14 vs. Reflex; the target is immobilized until the end of 

the frog’s next turn.
Distant origin
 The conjurer can use the square the emerald frog occupies 

as the origin square for his or her nonweapon ranged and 
close attack powers, and the frog is not affected by such 
powers when it is used as the origin square.

Frog Hop (move; at-will)
 The frog jumps 6 squares.
Shared Perspective
 The conjurer can see through the emerald frog’s eyes. 

While the emerald frog has line of sight to the conjurer, 
enemies cannot gain combat advantage against the 
conjurer by flanking the conjurer.

Hopping escape (immediate reaction, when the frog is missed 
by a melee attack; at will)

 The emerald frog shifts 2 squares.
Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Str 1 (+2)  Dex 24 (+14) Wis 16 (+10)
Con 21 (+12) Int 2 (+3) Cha 6 (+5)

Mercury Wasp
Shifting dunes, obsidian islands, and nomadic tief-
ling bands are all that remain of the once mighty 
empire obliterated by devastating magic long ago. 
Called the Sea of Dust, few dare travel the track-
less wastes because terrors beyond counting exist 
here, and the area’s landscape is as dangerous as the 
fiercest monster. For all the dangers it poses, adven-
turers still mount expeditions into the wastes in 
hopes of recovering the fabulous treasures believed 
to be housed in lost ruins and decimated cities. Few 
adventurers recover items, but the rare magic discov-
ered is enough to draw new explorers from all over 
the world.

 The mercury wasps were uncovered from the fabled 
Forgotten City. Mages deemed the items to be figu-
rines of wondrous power since they shared the same 
properties as other items, but they had one distinc-
tive quality. Rather than conjure a single creature, 
the figurine summoned a swarm of thumb-size black 
wasps that seethed and hummed with unexpected 
fury. Many believe these wasps speak to the character 
of the lost peoples destroyed long ago.

Mercury Wasp Level 16
This curious glass figurine contains quicksilver.

Wondrous Item 45,000 gp
Power (Daily F Conjuration): Standard Action. Use this 

figurine to conjure a swarm of stinging wasps (see below for 
statistics). As a free action, you can spend a healing surge 
when activating this item to give the creature temporary hit 
points equal to your healing surge value.

Power (At-Will): Standard Action. The mercury wasp swarm 
regains the use of its angry swarm power.

Mercury Wasp Swarm
Medium natural animate (swarm)
Initiative as conjurer   Senses Perception +11; 

tremorsense 5
Cloud of Stingers (Poison) aura 1; any creature other than the 

conjurer that starts its turn within the aura takes 5 poison 
damage.

HP 21; Bloodied 10
AC 27; Fortitude 25, Reflex 26, Will 24
Resist half damage from melee and ranged attacks; 

Vulnerable 5 against close and area attacks
Speed 1, fly 4 (hover, altitude limit 2)
M Stinging Swarm (standard; at-will) F Poison
 +17 vs. Fortitude; 2d10 poison damage.
C Angry Swarm (standard; encounter) F Poison
 Close burst 1; + 17 vs. Fortitude; 2d10 poison damage, and 

the target takes a –2 penalty to attack rolls (save ends).
Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Str 10 (+8) Dex 23 (+14) Wis 17 (+11)
Con 21 (+13) Int 1 (+3) Cha 1 (+3)
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Serpentine Owl
Many believe that explorers fashioned these owls to 
serve as companions and scouts for the first elves who 
traveled the world. The explorers used them to scout 
for suitable sites in which the elves could establish 
new communities beyond their native plane. Adven-
turers have recovered many serpentine owls and other 
figurines from these ruins, suggesting the complete 
collection owes its existence to these earliest mages 
and mystics.

Serpentine owl Level 17
This serpentine statuette can serve as a messenger, guide, or 
guardian, depending on the command you give it.

Wondrous Item 65,000 gp
Power (Daily F Conjuration): Standard Action. Use this 

figurine to conjure a giant owl with green and brown 
feathers (see below for statistics). As a free action, you can 
spend a healing surge when activating this item to give the 
creature temporary hit points equal to your healing surge 
value.

Power (Daily F Conjuration): Standard Action. Use this 
figurine to conjure a Tiny owl that behaves as if you had 
performed the Animal Messenger ritual (Player’s Handbook, 
page 300) or the Animal Friendship ritual (Player’s 
Handbook 2, page 212) chosen at the time when you use 
this power. You do not expend components for these 
rituals. When you next take an extended rest or when the 
effect of either ritual ends, the serpentine owl returns to 
you in its normal statuette form.

Power (At-Will): Standard Action. The serpentine owl regains 
the use of its swooping claws power.

Serpentine Owl
Medium natural animate
Initiative as conjurer   Senses Perception +20; 

darkvision
HP 22; Bloodied 11
AC 28; Fortitude 26, Reflex 27, Will 28
Speed 4, fly 8
M Claws (standard; at-will)
 +20 vs. AC; 2d6 + 5 damage.
M Swooping Claws (standard; encounter)
 The serpentine owl flies 8 squares and makes a claws 

attack at any one point during its movement. The owl does 
not provoke opportunity attacks from the target of this 
attack when moving. If the serpentine owl hits a Medium or 
smaller target with this attack, the target falls prone.

Combat Advantage
 The owl’s claws attack deals 1d6 extra damage against any 

target granting combat advantage to it.
owl’s Boon
 The conjurer gains darkvision as long as it remains within 5 

squares of the serpentine owl.
Alignment Unaligned Languages telepathy 10
Skills Stealth +19
Str 21 (+13) Dex 23 (+14) Wis 24 (+15)
Con 16 (+11) Int 4 (+5) Cha 10 (+8)

Tourmaline Turtle
Among the most powerful figurines is the coveted 
tourmaline turtle. The figurine is not so much prized 
for its considerable power in battle, but for the utility 
it offers to its conjurer. The turtle, when called forth 
from the small carving, is enormous, with a mighty 
structure on its back offering shelter and comfort to 
those permitted entry. Furthermore, the device also 
functions as a vehicle, allowing passengers to cross 
the planes with but a single command.

Tourmaline Turtle Level 23
On your command, the carving swells in size to become a 
mighty turtle that can carry you wherever you wish to travel.

Wondrous Item 425,000 gp
Property: While conjured, the tourmaline turtle is considered 

a navigation focus for the Plane Shift ritual (Manual of 
the Planes™, page 150). When traveling to other planes 
using that ritual, the tourmaline turtle must move from 
one large body of water (or other liquid) to another. After 
transporting, the tourmaline turtle disappears and it cannot 
be conjured again until after the conjurer takes an extended 
rest.

Power (Daily F Conjuration): Standard Action. Use this 
figurine to conjure a massive turtle capable of carrying you 
and your allies on its back (see below for statistics). There 
must be a body of water adjacent to you in which the turtle 
can appear; otherwise you cannot use this power. As a free 
action, you can spend a healing surge when activating this 
item to give the creature temporary hit points equal to your 
healing surge value.
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Tourmaline Turtle 
Gargantuan natural animate (aquatic, mount)
Initiative as conjurer  Senses Perception +17
Airy Water aura 5; allies within the aura can breathe normally 

and speak normally while underwater.
HP 28; Bloodied 14
AC 34; Fortitude 35, Reflex 30, Will 32
Speed 1, swim 4
M Bite (standard; at-will)
 Reach 2; +26 vs. AC; 2d8 + 9 damage.
Multiple Riders
 The tourmaline turtle can carry up to twelve Medium or 

Small characters weighing no more than 14,400 pounds. 
If more than 14,400 pounds are placed on it, the turtle 
disappears and cannot be conjured again until after the 
conjurer takes an extended rest.

Tourmaline Shell F Mount
 Creatures riding the tourmaline turtle are protected from 

environmental effects.
Alignment Unaligned Languages —
Str 28 (+20) Dex 21 (+16) Wis 23 (+17)
Con 26 (+19) Int 2 (+7) Cha 6 (+9)
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